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Dragon mounts mod 1. 7 10 minecraft forums

Dragon Mounts is a Barracuda mod, which allows you to hatch eight different dragons and assemble them, when you are adults. The player needs a Dragon Egg to get started and later on Raw Fish and a Saddle to assemble it. The Dragon's Egg can be obtained after killing the Ender Dragon or can be found in dungeon
chests (however, this is disabled by default). Hatching a Dragon State[edit] To hatch a dragon, the player has to simply right-click on a Dragon Egg. Then it will become a Dragon, which in this state only looks like a normal Dragon Egg, but can be pushed around. In the first moments, it is decided what kind of dragon the
spawn will be. For seven of the dragons, special conditions must be met, otherwise it will become an Ender Dragon. The dragon will remain for 20 minutes (one day of Minecraft) in its egg state. The closer you get to your hatch, the more you'll start shaking and producing particles. Be careful in this state, as the egg is
quite fragile and the dragon will die when it falls too deep. Hatchling State[edit] After 20 minutes, a dragon baby will hatch. It will look like the final dragon, but it has yet to grow. The player cannot tame it yet and the dragon will continue to take damage when falling. Youth Status[edit] After another 20 minutes, the dragon
can now slide and will no longer suffer fall damage. Adult[edit] After 60 minutes (3 days of Minecraft) in total, the dragon has become an adult. It can now be tamed using Raw Fish and a saddle can be used on it. The player can mount the dragon by right-clicking and dismantling by pressing Shift. To control the dragon,
the player has to press W,A,S and D to fly in any direction, R to gain height and F to fly down. In addition, the player can right-click on the dragon with a bone to make it feel or rise again. Tricks[edit] The Dragon Mounts mod offers two tricks, the player can use when the tricks are enabled: /dragon state &lt;State&gt;: This



will set the dragon that the player is looking at to a different state. egg, hatchling, juvenile or adult can be used. /dragon tame: This trick will tame the dragon the player is looking at. Reviews: 0 User Lists: 0 What is Dragon Mounts Mod? This is a mod that allows you to hatch previously useless dragon eggs. Once
encouraged and domesticated, they will be your faithful companion in all situations and, of course, can be used for a walk! Download: another Minecraft 1.7.2 Mods6 years ago Jump to Top Jump to the latest Walmart Reading Buy now! GameSpot can get a commission of retail offers. 1.7.4 1.7.10 1.8 1.8.9 &lt; &gt;&lt;/
&gt; 1.9 &gt;&gt;&gt;& Note: This mod is still in beta and has known and unknown errors. I am not responsible for the possible loss of dragon eggs due to insects. Try this mod carefully! GitHub Repository: feel free to use the source code for your own dragon mods! And please let me know about any forks of this mod you
want to publish! Q FAQs: Will there be dragon armor? And when? A: I don't know for sure yet. It depends heavily on the reuse of the inventory code of the horses, which is quite bad at the moment. However, it may improve in the future. Q: Dragons need to breathe fire! When are they going to do that? A: That could
happen in future releases. Q: How do I get dragon eggs other than boss fights: A: You can enable chest skin in the DragonMounts file.cfg. Open it with a text editor and change B:eggsInChests-false to B:eggsInChests-true. Or, if the tricks are enabled, you can also simply enter the chat /give dragon_egg. Q: I tamed a
dragon in a single player, but when I now try to interact with him, he says This dragon doesn't follow your orders. A: This could be an unresolved error. As a workaround, you can use the chat command /dragon tame to claim the dragon. Q: I'm a big fan of ! Can you add me? A: This mod is supposed to be fandom-neutral
so it is suitable for everyone. This also ensures consistency with the appearance of Minecraft. Therefore, I cannot comply with these special requests, I am sorry. However, there are some WIP projects that can use the source code of this mod as the basis for a fandom-based mod. Here are some examples: examples:
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